Panel 59 - GR Sessions Recap

Spring 2019:

• Learned about how Assembly works and what business is discussed

• Links of Service

• How to organize all the information received from the Assembly and what to do with it.
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Fall 2019:

• Discussed “Wildly Successful Groups”

• Tips to conduct Group business meetings

• How to have a Group Conscience
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Spring 2020:
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Fall 2020:

• First online Assembly – Success!

• Reviewed Business Meetings

• Discussed the various ways to conduct a Group Inventory
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Spring 2021:

- Reviewed Group Inventory successes and obstacles
- Discussed group problems and possible solutions
- Next steps in service
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Fall 2021:

• How can I aid my group in being self-supporting
• Elections – What will happen and how will it happen?

Thank you everyone for being here and working to make healthy groups!